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ABSTRACT The design of programmable logic arrays using NAND-NOR gates for the AND and OR logic planes, respectively, instead of the conventional NOR-NOR planes is described. The circuit architecture uses a hierarchical tree of four input domino NAND gates to implement the AND plane. The OR plane is split in two for increased speed and robustness. The circuits as well as timing and power advantages are described. Simulations on a foundry 130 nm process show nearly 50% power savings at less than 10% delay cost, primarily due to lower AND plane activity factor and reduced clock loading.



Categories and Subject Descriptors B.7.1 [Hardware]: Integrated circuits – types and design styles.



General Terms Performance, Design.



Keywords Low power, programmable logic arrays, circuit timing.



1. INTRODUCTION Programmable Logic Arrays (PLAs) are circuits that implement two-stage logic functions that are expressed in the sum of products (SOP) form. The first stage generates the minterms or products, while the second stage combines the minterms to generate the required outputs (sums). Thus, the first stage that implements the AND function is called the AND plane and the second stage which implements the OR function is called the OR plane. Ease of programming, structural regularity and speed are the main advantages of a PLA based design. Historically, PLAs have been configured as NOR-NOR, i.e., NOR gates are used for both planes, given the higher speed of NMOS, pre-charged, or pseudo-NMOS NOR gates. A replica timing circuit is generally used to enable the OR plane, the activation of which is a circuit race with the discharge of the AND plane inputs. As in all circuit
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races, a failure can lead to loss of function at all speeds. Consequently, greater design effort to ensure timing margin at all process, voltage, and temperature (PVT) corners is required to ensure robust design. As part of this, some of the performance must be sacrificed at the design corner to allow sufficient margin at all PVT corners. Increasing variation in sub-100 nm processes will also require greater margin and design effort in the future. In modern designs, high fan-in dynamic NOR gates are used exclusively, because high fan-in NOR gates are fast. However, high fan-in dynamic NOR gates are increasingly susceptible to failure due to leakage through the pull-down transistors making sizing of the keeper for dynamic NOR gates critical [1]. The PMOS keeper must be large enough to alleviate the sum of leakages through the parallel NMOS pull down transistors, but weak enough so that one pull down can overcome it without undue increase in delay. As the transistor on to off current ratio diminishes due to higher leakage, particularly on highperformance processes, the supportable fan-in will continue to decrease [2]. Power has also become increasingly important in integrated circuit (IC) designs [3]. Pre-charged dynamic NOR gates have very high activity factors and hence large power consumption. Difficulty of design, high power consumption, and the relative ease in synthesizing random logic using standard cells has made PLAs increasingly rare in ICs. However, their high speed continues to make them valuable in very high performance designs [4]. A PLA circuit architecture based on a hierarchy of dynamic NAND gates implementing the AND logic plane is presented here. The greatly reduced NAND activity factor and design to reduce clock power provide almost 50% power savings over the conventional design. Embodiment of the NOR plane clock in the NAND output eliminates the circuit race condition, making the design robust and amenable to future semiconductor processes with low design effort. The NOR plane is faster due to the elimination of the stacked clock device in each output path. Susceptibility to failure due to leakage is eliminated in the AND plane. High performance and low power is demonstrated through simulation on a 130 nm CMOS process. The proposed design comprises Section 3. The circuit architecture and physical design of the PLA is described as well. Results in Section 4 demonstrate nearly a 2 GHz clock rate, with a PLA occupying a single clock phase. The high array regularity may hold promise to help limit variation in future processes, and this is also briefly discussed. Section 5 presents conclusions.



2. CONVENTIONAL NOR-NOR PLA 2.1 Circuits and Operation



drawn wider than the pull-down devices in order to increase the speed of the gate at the expense of increased clock loading.



The conventional PLA circuit is shown in Fig. 1 [5]. The first stage is the input driver stage that buffers the inputs and the clock from the pins to the PLA. A 32 input NOR-NOR PLA supporting 32 min-terms and 32 sums is the baseline for comparison throughout this paper. The buffered inputs drive footed (D1) domino NOR gates in the AND plane. The pull down transistor gates may or may not be connected or even be present, depending on the specific array structure and the min-terms to be generated. The clocked footer NMOS transistor provides the synchronizing signal to evaluate at the clock rising edge. The foot device is



The OR plane is driven by the AND plane. However, since the AND plane outputs begin in the asserted condition, another timing signal must be provided to indicate that the AND plane has completed transitioning (on any lines that will transition). A second clock phase could be used to trigger evaluation of the OR plane, but that would result in just a few gates per clock stage. The OR plane synchronizing signal is thus typically generated by a replica circuit at the edge of the PLA. The replica has a single always asserted ON transistor in a dummy row of the AND plane to ensure that it is as slow as any other dynamic NOR. Placement at the outer edge ensures that the parasitic resistances are maximized. The replica should track the other gates in the AND plane across process corners. Extra inversions are used to guarantee the replica arrives last in the presence of random variation. The multiple inverter stages also buffer the OR plane clock to bring it up to the required drive strength. The circuit simulation results in Fig. 2 show operation and timing of the conventional PLA.



Figure 1. Conventional PLA circuits, showing the NOR gate foot devices, replica clock and circuit race path.



As in any dynamic circuit, the output of the OR plane must be latched to hold the output logic state while the OR plane precharges in the subsequent phase. In this design, a set-dominant latch (SDL) is used to perform this function [6]. This latch style is non-inverting, allows logic to be built into the latch, and allows time-borrowing. The latter is useful in the presence of timing variations since the NOR plane output transition can reach the latch after it is closed and still propagate. The logic built into the latch allows the OR plane NOR gates to be split in two and combined in the latch, reducing that fan-in and thus easing the keeper sizing constraints. The replica clock to the OR plane is



Figure 2. Conventional PLA operation. The incorrect operation due to missing the critical circuit race is also shown as the dotted lines. Also shown are the slow and fast versions of the OR plane inputs, the former of which can result in a race failure.



used as the enable signal for the latch, and small variations in timing are unimportant to the output. The SDL transistors are skewed in width to favor the NOR falling transition to minimize evaluation delay. The pre-charge is slowed but is non-critical. Referring to Fig. 2, the pre-charge is propagated through the latch at 2.25 ns, but the evaluation takes 0.53ns after the PLA clock rising edge (evident at the 4.69 ns PLA output transition). The actual optimized timing is better than this as discussed in section 4.2.



2.2 Critical Timing Race In order for the circuit to operate correctly, the delay through the replica clock path must be greater than that through the signal path. If this condition is violated, the OR plane initially sees a high input before a high to low transition. This can cause an inadvertent discharge of the OR plane NOR gates and result in an incorrect output. This condition constitutes a classic timing race. Since the OR plane clock is generated by another combinatorial circuit rather than a clock edge, failures are independent of the clock speed. The failure scenario is shown in Fig. 2 along with the expected value at the PLA output. The timing margin (the difference between the delays of the signal and replica path) is sensitive to process variations and parasitics in the layout. A commonly used rule of thumb is to have a timing margin that is some percentage of the sum of time delays of the two paths from their point of divergence. For example t m arg in = t replica − t signal ≥ M ( t replica + t signal ).



(1)



Here, treplica and tsignal are the delay in the replica clock and the AND plane output, respectively, from their point of divergence (in this case, the AND plane) to the OR plane, which is where the signals must re-converge in the correct order. A circuit guard band margin (M) on the order of 10% is commonly used. However, this is a function of expected yield and the target process, and with design effort this can be trimmed, depending on the care and accuracy of simulations at PVT corners. Ideally, circuit races are avoided completely since they are a potential source of failure and reduce design productivity.



3. LOW POWER NAND-NOR PLA 3.1 Circuits and Operation The high power consumption combined with the intrinsic race in the NOR-NOR PLA has made them increasingly rare in recent designs. Modifications have been proposed to reduce the power dissipation and address the functional race. These retained the NOR-NOR plane configurations and imposed complicated clocking schemes [7]. Here, we introduce a new dynamic NANDNOR PLA that utilizes footless NAND and NOR gates in the AND plane and OR plane, respectively. The proposed design eliminates the intrinsic race present in the NOR-NOR PLA by having flow-though timing. The basic circuit configuration of the proposed NAND-NOR PLA is shown in Fig. 3. In the previous section the various components that contribute to the dynamic power consumption in the conventional PLA were described. Clock power is one of the major components. In order to reduce the clock loading and improve speed, the “footed” gates are replaced by “footless” domino gates in both the AND and OR planes. The footless domino gates are D2 stages, in that they require their inputs to be asserted low at the beginning of the evaluation phase, if they are going to be low. The high fan-in dynamic NOR gates of the conventional AND plane are replaced by dynamic NAND gates. To minimize delay and avoid problems with charge-sharing noise, these are limited to four inputs each. Obviously, the output activity factor is also reduced to one in 16 on average. The NAND gate outputs are combined hierarchically to generate the AND plane output, with the same four input scheme driven so that 16 min-terms are generated in each ½ AND plane. A logical AND (or



2.3 Power Dissipation Besides their extra effort in design, the high power consumption of conventional PLAs offsets some of the benefit of their high speed. There are multiple culprits. In each NOR gate, the clock drives the pre-charge transistor as well as the foot device directly, dissipating significant clock switching power. Increasing the width of the foot transistor to maximize speed exacerbates this component. The sizing of the foot device is consequently a compromise between PLA speed and clock loading. The second important component of dynamic power dissipation is the high activity factor of the NOR gates. The output of a dynamic NOR gate switches from the high pre-charged value to LOW in 2n-1 out of 2n cases where n is number of inputs. Hence the switching power dissipation in dynamic NOR gates is significantly higher than that of an equivalent static gate or a dynamic NAND gate with the same number of inputs. The third component of dynamic power is in the inter-plane buffers, required to allow high drive strength into the OR plane. Additionally, the OR plane clock must drive a capacitive load equivalent to that at the AND plane clock.



Figure 3. Proposed NAND-NOR PLA circuit architecture. The hierarchical NAND and the pre-charge controlled by the clocked inputs are evident.



NAND) combines the timing clock signal with the logically generated output. Consequently, this allows removal of the foot transistor in the OR plane, since the AND plane outputs are asserted as rising edges into that plane. The critical timing race of the NOR-NOR design is completely eliminated. A selfterminating pre-charge avoids the power race between the precharge signal (clock) de-assertion and the input signals. This also avoids toggling the OR plane pre-charge transistors unless that NOR gate was discharged in the previous clock phase. The design is fully pseudo static—each four input domino NAND has a keeper transistor. These are not shown in figure 3 so as not to obscure the overall circuit architecture.



conversion latch. Normally, the pre-charge state of the preceding domino gate is propagated by the opening of the transparent latch. This behavior is evident for the conventional PLA in Fig. 2, where the PLA output toggles twice per clock cycle for cases where the OR plane is discharged. A latch enable signal is generated from the input clock and the OR plane clock such that the latch opens only after the OR plane has completely discharged. This eliminates the output transition due to propagation of the pre-charge state, similar to that used for register files in [6]. This synchronizing signal is not timing critical in that if it is early, some power is dissipated, but the circuit operates correctly.



To minimize the delay due to parasitic resistances the AND plane is split into two 16 input sections placed above and below the OR plane. Another key modification is in the design of input drivers and clocking scheme. The input clock to the PLA does not directly drive the dynamic NAND gates in the AND plane (they are D2 dynamic gates as mentioned). The PLA input signals and their complements are logically ANDed with the input clock to generate differential inputs to the AND plane. This is evident in Fig. 4 where the PLA INPUT nodes rise after the clock rise and are only asserted in the high phase of the clock. Rather than add clock loading, the AND plane inputs at the top of each four high stack also act as drivers for the PMOS pre-charge devices (see Fig. 3). Since the topmost inputs can be slower than the other inputs, i.e., the transistors in a stack must discharge from the bottom to top, the added capacitive loading does not increase the overall AND plane delay.



As in the conventional PLA design, the transistors within the latch are skewed in favor of the evaluation transition. The OR plane clock is generated by passing the input clock through a dummy AND plane column as before. However, its function, and therefore timing is not critical. It is used to minimize the powerrace i.e., potential rush-through currents that exists in the NOR plane when pre-charged [1]. Note that the de-assertion of the OR plane inputs is a delay from the clock which de-asserts the AND plane inputs and starts the pre-charging of AND plane hierarchical components. The replica OR plane clock generates the signal to pre-charge the OR plane, which has significant timing slack. In the OR plane, the replica clock is used to generate the pre-charge signal and but does not contribute towards timing.



The OR plane of the proposed PLA is conventional, also split as described above and terminating at an SDL dynamic-to-static



3.2 Required AND Plane Sub-cells The AND plane is constructed using NAND gates with a fan-in of four and combined hierarchically to generate the AND plane output, as mentioned. Replacing the NOR gates with NAND gates



Figure 4. Operational waveforms of the NAND-NOR PLA for outputs of logic zero and one. No output glitch is present.



Figure 5. Subcells used for constructing the AND and OR planes complicates the AND plane as a result of input term placement. There are eighty one possible logic functions that could be implemented using four input NAND gates depending on how many inputs are present in the function and also depending on which differential input (positive or negative) is used in the first dynamic NAND stage. In order to generate all the possible combinations of NAND functions, a set of seven basic cells that can be translated to physical design with minimum complexity are shown in figure 5. The ‘A-cell’ and ‘B-cell’ use positive and negative inputs, respectively, and contain pre-charge connections to drive the top of stack PMOS pre-charge transistors. Similarly, the ‘C-cell’ and ‘D-cell’ use positive and negative inputs respectively, but lack the pre-charge connection. The ‘E-cell’ and ‘F-cell’ are used in place of missing inputs and they propagate the VSS or the clocked value respectively. The ‘G-cell’ is used to disable pre-charge and thus save power in empty NAND stacks. The output is always at a logic “0” in empty stacks so that they do not participate, but allow propagation of other inputs to the min-term. Figure 5 also shows the two basic cells used in the OR plane namely the ‘0-cell’ and ‘1-cell’. The ‘0-cell’ is used for unused inputs in the OR plane. The transistor is left in but not connected so that polysilicon gate uniformity is maximized, but without contributing leakage to the NOR gate. The ‘1-cell’ connects a pull-down transistor in the OR plane.



3.3 Physical Design Regular logic arrays have been suggested to improve the manufacturability of future integrated circuits by limiting the variation in layout structures [8]. At least in the logic planes, this is accomplished easily by the conventional PLA. The layout of one regular section of the AND plane of the proposed PLA are shown in Fig. 6. While the OR plane retains the structural regularity of the conventional PLA, the AND plane is bigger and slightly more complicated due to the additional logic present in the AND plane. The complete PLA layout implementing 32 sums and 32 products occupies an area of 115 µm X 136 µm. Poly heads are visible at both sides of the NAND stack gates, which allow the same polysilicon layer layout to support the previously described cells. The poly heads, as well as the poly connectors are not required in test layouts for processes



supporting unlanded poly contacts. Test layouts on SOI eliminate the well spacings and combined with dummy poly lines, allow a completely regular AND plane poly layout. Dummy poly lines are likely to be required to provide greater regularity to improve lithography in future processes regardless [9].



4. RESULTS 4.1 Power Dissipation Reduction A number of circuit modifications in the proposed PLA compared to the conventional PLA were discussed in previous sections. In this section the impact of these modifications on the total power consumption in the PLA is described. The footed domino gates in both the AND and OR planes were replaced with footless domino gates. This modification eliminates a major portion of the clock loading from the conventional PLA and provides significant power savings. Clock loading is entirely eliminated from the AND plane by using the NAND signals from the previous stage as prechargers for the subsequent stages. Replacing the NOR gates with multiple stages of NAND gates and then combining them hierarchically resulted in a lower AND plane activity factor, which was identified as a important contributor towards total PLA power. The NAND gates also have the inherent advantage of lower leakage, as a result of the “stack-effect”, compared to high fan-in NOR gates and therefore consumes less stand-by power. In a conventional PLA, the output latch is transparent before the OR plane domino has discharged and as a result the pre-charge “1” is passed through the latch before latching the actual OR plane output. The output switching results in unnecessary active power dissipation, which could be significant if the PLA drives large capacitive loads. In order to eliminate the wasteful output switching activity, the output latch is opened slightly after the domino has discharged.



4.2 Performance Both the proposed NAND-NOR PLA and the conventional PLA were designed on a foundry 130 nm process and simulated using Cadence Spectre (operating voltage, VDD = 1.2 V). Both were programmed to exercise the critical timing paths and to determine power dissipation for identical functions. The proposed PLA has a delay of 520 ps. A greater than 2 GHz operating frequency is possible if the other phase is occupied by static logic due to the



Table 1. Power Dissipation and savings by block at 1 GHz.



INPUT



NOR-NOR Power (mW) 2.682



NAND-NOR Power (mW) 3.446



Savings (%) -28.5



AND PLANE



3.054



2.008



34.3



MID BUFFER



4.455



-



100.0



OR PLANE



0.554



0.309



44.2



OUTPUT



0.190



0.119



37.4



TOTAL



10.935



5.882



46.2



Block



Figure 6. AND plane layout in the NAND-NOR PLA. Four columns of the layout and one equivalent schematic is shown. time-borrowing nature of the SDL output latches. The total power consumption at 1 GHz is 5.882 mW. The conventional NORNOR PLA has a delay of 470 ps, allowing a slightly faster 2.12 GHz maximum clock rate with a total power consumption of 10.935 mW at 1 GHz. This differs from the timing of Fig. 2 in that Fig. 2 shows the race failure and pass cases. This analysis uses optimized timing for the replica path. The slightly increased delay in the new design is due to the time to generate the D2 differential inputs to the AND plane and the expected slower propagation through the hierarchical NAND gates. Some of this speed is recovered by not needing to wait for the replica signal to fire the OR plane. A power savings of 46% is obtained while sacrificing 9.4% of the maximum available frequency. Table [1] shows the power dissipation and savings in the PLA sub-blocks. The power dissipation in the input buffer block of the proposed PLA is higher than the conventional PLA because of the additional AND gates required to generate the differential input signals to the AND plane. The power dissipation in the AND and OR planes are nearly halved by the reduced clock loading achieved by elimination of the domino foot transistors. The output power is also nearly cut in half by the reduced switching activity at the output achieved as a result of blocking the pre-charge from being passed through the output latch. In the simulations here it is not very large. The importance of this is a function of the output loading of the PLA, which will vary by application.



5. CONCLUSION An improved PLA circuit architecture that can operate within 10% of the frequency of a conventional PLA while reducing power consumption over 40% has been described. Depending on the surrounding circuits, i.e., with time-borrowing, 2 GHz



operation on a low-power 130 nm process can be supported. The design uses a hierarchical dynamic NAND gate based AND plane to greatly reduce the circuit activity factor in that portion. The NAND also allows timing to flow through from one plane to the other, eliminating the critical circuit race that is necessary in the conventional PLA. This makes the circuit more robust for future processes, which exhibit increasing circuit timing variability due to systematic and random process variation. Details of the AND plane implementation have been shown. The power savings by block over the conventional design has also been described. High regularity is retained, particularly for advance processes that allow un-landed contacts to poly and SOI. Further circuit enhancements aimed at reducing the clock loading, delay, and leakage power are currently being explored.
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